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“A Betrayal of the local residents and groups”? 
Please write now to the Planning Inspectorate  

opposing the demolition of Athlone House – deadline October 31st !
On July 31st, Camden Planning Committee retrospectively refused the latest monstrosity, but, 
appallingly – and, we believe, incorrectly - conceded that they can no longer oppose 
demolition of Athlone House – a betrayal of the 6,000+ objectors. !
The Athlone House Working Group, English Heritage, the City of London, Save Britain's 
Heritage, the Ancient Monuments Society, the Victorian Society, even the Greater London 
Authority all opposed demolition. !
Dismayingly, Camden’s Legal adviser said that, since it was considered acceptable by the 
previous appeal Inspector, the Council can no longer resist demolition - leaving Camden like 
rabbits in the Inspector’s headlights. But this is wrong while an inspector’s decision carries 
weight, it is not holy writ. The previous decision was flawed, English Heritage made clear 
they disputed it, and Committee were wrongly advised. !
We were stunned by the Case Officer describing the house as “derelict”, since the developers 
signed an agreement to keep it in good condition prior to restoration. As a result, we asked 
Camden for their monitoring reports. The result shocked us. Seven reports from Camden, 
between 2008 and 2014, reveal that the building has been allowed to decay, contravening 
both the developers’ legal obligation to keep it in good condition, and National planning 
guidance which states that deliberate neglect cannot be used as a justification for demolition 
of a “heritage asset”. !
English Heritage refused to List the house, because they believed it had been too much 
altered, but added: “One rejects a building of this quality for listing with a heavy heart” – 
proof that the building must be retained. Camden’s lack of resolution to oppose demolition is 
dismaying. !
Camden have prevaricated for nine years about enforcing the legal agreement to restore the 
house, and the developer has run rings round them. The recent Court of Appeal decision 
Newham v Ali ruled that, unless there are exceptional circumstances, parties must be held to 
S.106 Agreements. There are none here, and the public is rightly outraged at the developers' 
efforts to renege on their commitment to restore it after having profited enormously from 
selling the luxury flats. !



At the 2011 appeal, the original project architect, Sir David Chipperfield, one of the world’s 
most respected architects, made the following written statement for us:-  !
 “I was responsible for the planning permission for the new development… The 
negotiations with the planners and with residents were based on [a] commitment [to restore] 
Athlone House…  
 “In all of our meetings with the planners and residents, the client… assured everyone 
that the existing house would be protected and restored. I very much doubt that permission… 
would have been granted without this commitment. 
 “… The developer removed us from the project as soon as permission was granted. By 
his actions it is clear that I was used cynically to obtain permission and have no doubt that it 
was always the developer’s intention to develop Athlone House. 
 “There can be no justification for the demolition of Athlone House based on the 
supposed quality of the replacement… I believe that it… would be a mistake, and more 
importantly it would be a betrayal of the local residents and amenity groups, with whom I 
worked long and constructively on the project, who were assured that it would be restored 
when they were asked to support the previous planning application…” !
Cllr. Berry said that if the S.106 Agreement was not enforced, it would hugely damage public 
confidence in the planning process. Cllr. Beales said that it was “disgusting” that it has not 
been enforced. Cllr. Vincent said it was outrageous that it was not enforced after the flats 
were built; Camden should go to Court straight away. Cllr. Jones commended Haringey’s 
Conservation Officer’s description of the proposed mansion as a “Stalinist Wedding Cake”, 
saying it was grotesque how the developer has tried for years to evade their legal 
responsibility, led the council a merry dance and insulted the community. !
Yet Camden’s legal department persist in telling Camden that they cannot enforce the S.106 
Agreement. This is outrageous; it is clear that they must, and that not to do so will bring the 
whole planning system into discredit and destroy public confidence in planning. We urge the 
public to write to Camden demanding that they enforce the S.106 agreement without delay.  !
The developers have now appealed, and have asked for a wholly excessive and unnecessary 
twelve-day inquiry, staring on February 10th, 2015. !
We urge everybody who cares for Athlone House, Hampstead Heath and good planning 
to write to the Inspector, registering their strong objections to the demolition of Athlone 
House and their opposition to the ugly proposed replacement which will permanently 
mar Hampstead Heath and the Highgate Conservation Area and bring the whole 
planning system into discredit.  !
Objections should go to: The Planning Inspectorate, Room 3/19 Eagle, Temple Quay 
House, 2 The Square, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN, or to appeals@pins.gsi.gov.uk, 
quoting reference APP/X5210/A/14/2220872 !
The deadline is October 31st, 2014.  !
Michael Hammerson, The Highgate Society 
Martin Humphery, The Heath and Hampstead Society 
Susan Rose, The Highgate Conservation Area Advisory Committee
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